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Information Integration SystemsInformation Integration Systems
Integrating data or converting data from Integrating data or converting data from 
one representation to another typically one representation to another typically 
requires a huge investment of time and requires a huge investment of time and 
efforteffort
Not easy to understandNot easy to understand



A simple example: A simple example: 
Mapping two university schemasMapping two university schemas



One interpretation of One interpretation of 
the value the value 
correspondencescorrespondences

The underlying The underlying 
XQueryXQuery
implementation of implementation of 
the value the value 
correspondencescorrespondences



An alternativeAn alternative
interpretation of theinterpretation of the
valuevalue
correspondencescorrespondences







Not peculiar to ClioNot peculiar to Clio

Commercial integration/exchange toolsCommercial integration/exchange tools
AltovaAltova’’ss MapforceMapforce, Data , Data DirectDirect’’ss Stylus Studio, Stylus Studio, 
Microsoft Microsoft BiztalkBiztalk mappermapper, , BEABEA’’ss AqualogicAqualogic Data Data 
Services Platform, IBMServices Platform, IBM’’s Rational Data Architects Rational Data Architect

Value correspondences / schema mappings Value correspondences / schema mappings 
form a fundamental component in integration form a fundamental component in integration 
toolstools
Tools/Techniques for understanding themTools/Techniques for understanding them

Bypass implementation details as much as possibleBypass implementation details as much as possible



Value correspondences / Schema mappingsValue correspondences / Schema mappings
Value correspondences: Value correspondences: the associations between the associations between 
elements of the source and target schemaelements of the source and target schema
Schema mappingSchema mapping: a specification of how data structured : a specification of how data structured 
under the source schema is to be converted into data under the source schema is to be converted into data 
structured under the target schemastructured under the target schema
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First exampleFirst example
DataData--driven understanding and refinement of driven understanding and refinement of 
schema mappingsschema mappings

L. L. YanYan, R. Miller, L. Haas, R. Fagin (SIGMOD 2001), R. Miller, L. Haas, R. Fagin (SIGMOD 2001)

Goal: to help a user understand different Goal: to help a user understand different 
schema mappings and choose the desired oneschema mappings and choose the desired one

Use selective samples of source data to Use selective samples of source data to 
illustrate the different behaviors of different illustrate the different behaviors of different 
schema mappingsschema mappings



Second exampleSecond example

SPIDER: a Schema SPIDER: a Schema mapPIngmapPIng DEbuggeRDEbuggeR
B. B. AlexeAlexe, L. , L. ChiticariuChiticariu, . (VLDB 2006), . (VLDB 2006)

Goal: to allow a user to explore and understand Goal: to allow a user to explore and understand 
a schema mapping.a schema mapping.

One functionality of SPIDEROne functionality of SPIDER
Understand the specification by examining the Understand the specification by examining the 
relationship between input (source data) and relationship between input (source data) and 
output (target data)output (target data)



ChallengesChallenges

During debugging, the schema mapping During debugging, the schema mapping 
and source instance is often modifiedand source instance is often modified
Reflect the Reflect the ““causecause--andand--effecteffect”” of of 
modificationsmodifications

Adapt the target instance when changes are Adapt the target instance when changes are 
made to the schema mappingmade to the schema mapping
Adapt the target instance when changes are Adapt the target instance when changes are 
made to the source instancemade to the source instance



ChallengesChallenges
Tools for understanding peer data management Tools for understanding peer data management 
systems, Extractsystems, Extract--TransformTransform--Load (ETL) toolsLoad (ETL) tools

Chains of mappings, different modelsChains of mappings, different models

How can we leverage techniques for computing How can we leverage techniques for computing 
provenance to make II systems more userprovenance to make II systems more user--
friendly?friendly?

What can we do to make information integration What can we do to make information integration 
systems more usersystems more user--friendly?friendly?
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